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Abstract

The momentum and angular distributions of punchthrough muons have been mea-

sured after a 10� calorimeter using an iron toroid magnet with 1:5T as spectrometer.

The calorimeter was inside a variable magnetic �eld of 0 to 3T. The incident momen-

tum of the �� beam ranged from 20 to 300GeV=c. Measurements were also done at

some beam momenta for �+, K+and p. The results are compared with Monte Carlo

predictions. A parameterization for the momentum spectrum of punchthrough muons

was derived from the data.
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1 Introduction

Designing muon detectors for the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) requires accurate knowledge

of muon backgrounds. Muon chamber performance is inuenced by the particle rate; track

reconstruction is inuenced by muon induced secondaries near the muon track and the muon

trigger threshold is restricted by background particle rate and momentum distribution.

The muon detectors at LHC are located behind thick absorbers, which reduce the par-

ticle rate and make muons very attractive for trigger and event selection purposes. Almost

all interesting phenomena, like production of Higgs particles, SUSY particles, etc., provide

decay channels with one or more muons in the �nal state. These muons normally have a

high transverse momentum, which distinguishes them from background. The background

consists mainly of prompt muons from charm and bottom decays [1]. Other muon back-

ground sources are � and K decays in the central tracking volume, uncorrelated neutrons

or gammas and hadronic punchthrough.

The RD5 experiment at CERN [2] was designed to study several aspects of muon de-

tection at a LHC detector. The inuence of muon induced electromagnetic secondaries

on the muon track measurement was studied with a wide variety of muon chamber proto-

types, which were tested at RD5 [3]. The main physics goal of RD5 was the measurement

of hadronic punchthrough. The results on total rate of punchthrough particles have been

published recently [4].

While the momentum and angular distributions of prompt and decay muons can be

readily calculated, for muons generated in a hadronic cascade it is more complicated and

involves supplementary shower generators. In the RD5 experiment we measured these

distributions for punchthrough muons reaching a depth of at least 20�.

In this paper we describe the experimental setup in section 2 and the event selection and

reconstruction algorithm for the momentum analysis in section 3. The results are presented

in section 4 as absolute momentum spectra and as spectra relative to the incident beam

momentum. In section 5 we present the angular distributions of punchthrough muons. The

results are compared with Monte Carlo predictions.

2 The RD5 experiment

The RD5 experiment is located at the H2 beam of the CERN SPS North Area. The ex-

perimental setup is described in detail in [2, 4] and the references therein. Here, we give

only a short description of the components essential for the momentum analysis. The RD5

detector was designed to simulate a segment of the CMS detector [5], having a tracker, a

calorimeter and muon measurement stations. The setup includes two magnets, a super-

conducting magnet (M1) with a maximum �eld of 3T, and an iron toroidal magnet (M2)

operated at 1:5T. The magnet M1 (Bdl = 5:2Tm), which contains a tracking calorimeter

(TRACAL), simulates the strong solenoidal �eld of CMS (Bdl � 12Tm), while the magnet

M2 simulates the CMS return yoke and is used as a muon spectrometer. The M1 and M2

�elds are horizontal (z-axis) and perpendicular to the beam. The �eld components in x-

and y-direction are below 1% in the region near the beam line. The �eld orientation of the

�rst half of M2 is reversed to the �eld orientation in M1, in the second half the orientations

are the same.
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The beam particle �rst traverses two multiwire proportional chambers (MWPC), which

measure the beam position and are used to reject multi-particle events.

The calorimeter, TRACAL, consists of stainless steel plates (0:8 � 1:0m2) interleaved

with 0:6� 0:8m2 Honeycomb Strip Chambers (HSC)[6] in 22mm gaps. The �rst 12 steel

plates are 40mm thick, the last 12 plates are 80mm thick, thus totaling to about 9 nuclear

interaction lengths � and 25 HSC layers. A lead brick of 1� thickness (21 X0) is located

in front of the calorimeter to represent the absorption of an electromagnetic calorimeter.

The HSCs were read out with cathode strips in the bending plane and with drift wires

in the non-bending plane. For this analysis we used only the hit wire multiplicity in the

non-bending plane to reject incoming muons from beam contamination.

Three muon measurement stations are located in front of, inside and behind the absorber

magnet. The muon stations consist of drift chambers [7] and Resistive Plate Chambers

(RPC) [8]. The muon drift chambers (taken from the UA1 experiment) are used for precise

measurement of particle trajectories in the RD5 spectrometer. The positions of the cham-

bers were surveyed and the alignment was checked with high momentum muons without

magnetic �eld. The spatial and angular errors of the track segments in each chamber are

about 1mm and 1mr, respectively, in each projection. The intrinsic track resolution of a

single chamber, without the alignment error, is about 250�m and was used for the track

reconstruction at station level. Muon Station 1, being just behind TRACAL and M1 is at

a depth of 10�. Muon Stations 2 and 3 are at depths of 20� and 32�, respectively.

The momentum resolution of the muon spectrometer is 17% (19%) for 20GeV=c muons,

22% (26%) for 100GeV=c muons and deteriorates to 33% (54%) for 300GeV=c muons. The

numbers in brackets give the resolution if only two of the three muon stations are used for

the momentum �t.

The RD5 trigger system consists of two scintillators for the beam time de�nition (over-

lapping area 10� 10 cm2) and additional scintillators for beam size de�nition (2� 2 cm2 or

4� 4 cm2). Another system of scintillators, together with a 4� 4m2 large RPC wall, form

a veto system against beam halo particles. It is ensured that there are no other particles

crossing the veto wall within �2�s around the triggering particle. This veto system also

covered the beam line, thus rejecting double particle events in the 2�s time window. How-

ever, the e�ciency of the RPCs in the veto wall was about 95%, thus not all halo particles

were rejected.

Two exclusive trigger conditions were used for the punchthrough measurements: a min-

imum bias trigger (MB), consisting of the beam de�nition triggers with an anticoincidence

of the veto counter, and a 10� trigger, consisting of the MB trigger in coincidence with a

2� 2m2 RPC at the �rst muon station.

A �Cerenkov counter, being a standard H2 beam equipment, was used when running

with positive pions, kaons and protons in order to distinguish various kinds of particles.

3 The Data Sample and the Analysis Method

The data used for the momentum analysis were taken during the 1993 runs. The analysis

included data sets with di�erent energies and particle types, taken with the MB trigger and

the 10� trigger. The reduction of the 10� trigger was calculated by counting the number

of events in the MB data, which also satis�ed the 10� trigger condition. This reduction
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momentum particle type

[GeV=c] �� �+ K+ proton

event statistics, M1 �eld 0T

20 2,031,000 294

30 1,224,000 355 1,307,000 394

50 1,618,000 1033

100 687,000 1121 365,000 522 862,000 1096

200 255,000 880

300 325,000 1502 217,000 869 208,000 873

event statistics, M1 �eld 1:5T

30 866,000 230

100 735,000 1047

300 208,000 857

event statistics, M1 �eld 3T

20 2,254,000 175

30 941,000 152 2,022,000 201

50 1,055,000 276 667,000 311

75 880,000 324

100 791,000 708 165,000 106 195,000 217 302,000 171

200 277,000 530

300 322,000 812 114,000 261 141,000 329

Table 1: Event statistics for momentum analysis. The �rst column of each particle type

shows the number of min. bias events corresponding to the analysed data set (see text).

The second column of each particle type shows the number of signal events with at least

one track that passes all cuts.

factor ranged from 20 for a 30GeV=c pion beam down to 2 for a 300GeV=c pion beam. In

Table 1 we present the event statistics used in the momentum analysis. The number of

events listed are the sum of MB and 10� trigger data, after the number of 10� triggers has

been normalized by multiplying with the reduction factor. This sum represents the number

of MB events one would have to take in order to get the same event statistics reaching a

depth of 10�. For each of these data sets we took also some data with a muon beam for

background estimation and detector calibration.

The �� beam contained up to 8% muons at the low beam energies, thus causing a

major problem for the analysis. The electron contamination was found to be negligible.

The positive beam consisted of a mixture of di�erent particles, which had to be selected

by the �Cerenkov counter. However, muons and pions could not be separated and therefore

the �+ beam contained a similar muon contamination as the �� beam. The �Cerenkov

counter, located 130m upstream, could also not completely reject the muons from kaon

decays. Thus, the only pure hadron beam was the proton beam.

To reject the muon contamination, we de�ned a variable called activity, which is the

wire multiplicity in TRACAL folded with the lateral spread of the hit wires (see [4] for
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details). In Fig. 1 the activity distribution of 30GeV=c and 300GeV=c pions and muons is

shown as an example; the vertical scale is arbitrary. The cut used to separate pions from

muons ranged from A = 7:5 for 30GeV=c to A = 40 for 300GeV=c. The separating power

of this variable is poor for low beam energies, but increases with the momentum. For each

beam energy the signal losses due to this cut were calculated by subtracting the normalized

activity distribution of the muon beam from the activity distribution of the pion beam and

counting the number of pion events that fail the cut. The muon distribution was normalized

to have the same number of entries, with activity less than 1.5, as the pion distribution. The

signal loss was estimated to be 14:6�0:5% for 30GeV=c beam and 2:4�0:1% for 300GeV=c

beam. This signal loss was con�rmed by scanning a fraction of the rejected events for several

energies. The signal loss is almost cancelled by the remaining background from beam halo

(see 3.1) and was not corrected for.

Using this algorithm, a hadron, penetrating the whole calorimeter without interaction

or decaying before the �rst interaction, is identi�ed as "muon" and rejected. Our detector

did not provide any means to separate these events from the muon background. This topic

is discussed in more detail in sec. 4.1.

An additional muon background arose from hadrons which began to shower upstream

of the calorimeter. At low energies the beam had a wide pro�le and hadrons showered

frequently in the shielding and trigger devices just upstream of the detector (10% of the

selected events for a 30GeV=c beam). These secondaries had a high chance to decay, giving

this additional muon background. These events were characterized by having a large number

of tracks in one or both MWPC chambers. Events having two or more tracks in both

MWPCs, or having more than two tracks in any of the MWPCs, were rejected as multi-

particle events. The MWPC cut removed almost all of these events. On the other hand,

due to noise and e.m. secondaries, the MWPC gave wrong multiplicities from time to time.

This e�ect was measured with muon data, and the MWPC e�ciency was found to be

(91:8� 0:2stat� 1sys)%, independent of beam energy and also stable with time. Since this

cut was only applied for selected events, the MWPC e�ciency had to be corrected for.

3.1 Momentum Fit

To �t the momentum of the punchthrough muons, we selected only events with at least one

track in the second muon station, thus requiring the particle to penetrate at least 20� of

absorber. One has to keep this fact in mind when looking at our results, where we give

the distributions for a reference depth of 0 or 10�. For each track in the second muon

station we searched for matching tracks in the �rst and third muon station, requiring to

�nd at least one. These track candidates were then �tted using the GEANE package of the

GEANT V3.21 library [9, 10].

The �tted track was rejected as beam halo, if it did not point back to the calorimeter.

It was checked, that this cut caused no signal loss, however, halo muons penetrating the

calorimeter were not rejected. These tracks are not distinguishable from beam contamina-

tion background and were accounted for by scanning (see next paragraph).

The �nal data samples were scanned (100 events of each sample). The fraction of

background events identi�ed in the scanned sample is about 12.5% for 30GeV=c �� beam

and drops to about 2% for 300GeV=c �� beam. These are nearly the same numbers as

for the signal loss due to the activity cut. When comparing the momentum spectra of the
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Figure 1: Example of activity distribution for 30GeV=c and 300GeV=c pions and muons.

The vertical scale is arbitrary. The cut values used to separate pions from muons was 7.5

for 30GeV=c and 40 for 300GeV=c. The muon distributions are shown with a logarithmic

scale. Note also the di�erent scales on the ordinate for the two beam energies.
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lost signal events and the identi�ed background events, one �nds that both have the same

shape and are nearly at over the whole momentum range. (For this comparison we used the

relative momentum and combined the data of all beam momenta). Thus the background

subtraction and signal loss correction almost cancel each other. We therefore made no

background subtraction and signal loss correction, but added an adequate systematic error

(from 5% for 30GeV=c down to 1% for 300GeV=c).

After the �t and applying the cuts we produced the spectra shown in the next section.

If there was more than one track reconstructed, we only took the one with the best �2-value

per degree of freedom. This was done because most of the multi-track events stem from

reconstruction ambiguities, and only a few are real multi-track events, which was checked

by scanning.

3.2 Geometrical Acceptance

The �nal distributions had to be corrected for the geometrical acceptance of the RD5 spec-

trometer. The absorber magnet covers an area of 80 cm above and below the beam. Tracks

that are bent outside of this �ducial region were rejected at Station 2 and 3. At Station

1, all tracks outside of the calorimeter boundaries were rejected. To study this geometrical

acceptance, we enlarged the calorimeter and the absorber magnet in the simulation to cover

the whole area of the muon chambers. The geometrical loss was found to be well below 10%

for M1 o�. However, this acceptance a�ects only low momentum particles (below 10GeV=c)

and changes the distributions shown here only slightly. We did not correct for this e�ect.

This is not true if the M1 magnet is operated at 3T. In that case the acceptance is only

about 50% of all particles. Again, particles with momenta above 10GeV=c are not a�ected.

To be able to compare the distributions with the magnetic �eld at 0 and 3T we corrected the

momentum distributions that were taken with the �eld on for the geometrical acceptance.

The correction factors were calculated with simulated muons traversing the �eld. The

factors were 3.55 for momenta below 5GeV=c, 1.68 for 7GeV=c and 1.0 for 10GeV=c. We

used a linear interpolation of these values for the correction.

3.3 Simulation

For comparison with our measurements we produced simulated data with GEANT, using

GHEISHA [11] as hadronic shower generator. To generate a reasonable number of muons

reaching 20� we had to tune the program for speed. Only in the last 8 cm of TRACAL

all particles were tracked in the calorimeter, to get approximately the correct distribution

of tracks in the �rst muon station. In the rest of TRACAL only particles with momentum

above 3GeV=c were tracked. Since the momentum threshold for muons penetrating the �rst

half of the absorber magnet is 3GeV=c, we did not lose signal events by this modi�cation.

The simulation speed was further increased by switching o� most of the electromag-

netic processes (like Compton scattering and pair production). Since almost all muons are

generated by hadronic processes, this modi�cation does not change the signal. However,

the number of electrons is largely reduced, so the distribution of background tracks is not

correct. This only slightly a�ects the momentum analysis. We used this very fast Monte

Carlo to increase the statistics for �� beam, with the M1 magnet o�, for 100GeV=c and

300GeV=c beam momentum. Two third of the total statistics of these two data sets were
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generated using this modi�cation. The simulation of the 50GeV=c beam was completely

performed using the very fast Monte Carlo.

The simulated data were treated in the same way as the real data, except for the activity

cut and the MWPC cut, which were not applied. Table 2 gives an overview of the available

Monte Carlo data.

momentum particle type

[GeV=c] �� �+ K+ proton

event statistics, M1 �eld 0T

30 250,000 93

50 150,000 123

100 180,000 193 60,000 74

300 60,000 201

event statistics, M1 �eld 3T

30 250,000 64

100 60,000 59 60,000 83 60,000 92 60,000 30

300 20,000 48

Table 2: Event statistics for simulation. The �rst column of each particle type shows the

number of generated events. The second column shows the number of events with at least

one track passing all cuts.

4 Momentum of Punchthrough Muons

The momentum spectra of punchthrough muons for various beam energies and particle

types are shown in Figures 3 to 7. We corrected these spectra for the ine�ciencies of the

detector and the �t. These include:

� Trigger e�ciency of the 10� trigger: 99:0%� 0:3%.

� Track segment reconstruction e�ciency in one muon station (position and direction

dependent); 79{91%, typical error: 2%.

� Matching e�ciency, of track segments between two muon stations, and �t e�ciency,

momentum dependent: 90{50%, typical error: 2%.

� MWPC e�ciency (i.e. percentage of identi�ed single track events): 91:8%�1:2% (see

above).

In Fig. 2 we show the product of all these e�ciencies as function of the muon momentum.

The errors were treated as systematic errors, their sum is also shown. These e�ciencies

were calculated using muon data with momenta of 10 to 300GeV=c, simulated muons and

data generated using the fast Monte Carlo.

In Figs. 3 and 4 we present the momentum spectra of punchthrough muons for di�erent

beam energies of �� and �+ beams with the M1 �eld at 0 and 3T. The probabilities,
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Figure 2: The total e�ciency for the momentum �t as function of the muon momentum at

a depth of 10�. Figs. a) and b) show the e�ciency for real data, Figs. c) and d) show the

e�ciency for simulated data. Figs. a) and c) show an enlarged view of the low momenta,

while Figs. b) and d) cover the whole momentum range. The solid curves were used for the

correction of the momentum spectra.
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integrated over the muon momentum, are consistent with the total punchthrough proba-

bilities measured earlier [4]. In the �gures, negative and positive momenta correspond to

negatively and positively charged punchthrough muons, respectively. The hole in the center

of the distribution is caused by the 3GeV=c momentum threshold for muons penetrating

the absorber magnet from the momentum reference plane at 10� to the second muon sta-

tion at a depth of 20�. The upper momentum threshold is, of course, given by the beam

momentum. Momentum values above the beam momentum are caused by the momentum

resolution of the detector.

The charge asymmetry observed in each spectrum is explained by the fact that the

leading particle in a hadronic shower carries the charge of the incident hadron. Subsequent

decay of this particle will lead to a secondary muon with the same charge as the incident

hadron. A naive calculation of the average charged multiplicty of the hadron shower after

the �rst interaction, with the constraint that the net charge of the shower has to be the

same as the charge of the incident particle, gives indeed the charge asymmetries observed.

The errors of the geometrical acceptance correction, described in the previous section,

are not included in the plots. Even without these errors the distributions for �eld on and

�eld o� are equal within the errors. We did not expect an e�ect of the �eld, except for the

additional geometrical loss due to the bending, since the bending power of the �eld is too

weak to trap particles of 3GeV=c and above.

In Fig. 5 we compare the fast Monte Carlo with the data. For this plot we combined the

data with �eld o� and �eld on for each momentum, after applying the acceptance correction

to the data with �eld on. The distributions are compatible within errors. The errors of the

simulated distributions are quite large, due to the limited statistics.

For beam energies of 30 and 50GeV we observe an enhancement of simulated �� with

momenta just below the beam momentum. We explain this by primary pion decay. As

stated earlier, the activity cut removes decay muons from our data, even if the hadron

decays inside the calorimeter before the �rst interaction. The simulated data, however,

contain these events, since the cut is not applied there. More evidence for this fact is given

in the next section.

In Fig. 6 we compare the momentum spectra taken with the same beam momentum

(100GeV=c), but with di�erent beam particles. To show that the distributions of �� and

�+ beam data are nearly identical, if the di�erent charge is accounted for, we changed the

sign of the charge for the �� data. For better comparison, we did not plot the error bars.

The distributions are nearly identical within the errors, except for the proton beam data.

This distribution has signi�cantly less muons with momenta above 30GeV=c. This e�ect is

expected, since there are no �rst generation decays possible. On the other hand, we would

expect the spectrum of the kaon beam data to be slightly harder than the pion beam data.

This may not be visible in the plots due to the lack of statistics. The comparison between

di�erent beam particle types at other beam energies also did not show any signi�cant

di�erence, except for the protons.

4.1 Parameterization of Muon Momentum

In Fig. 7 we show the secondary momentum relative to the beam momentum for four dif-

ferent beam momenta of �� beams. The simulation is also included. A �t of a double

exponential function was applied to all four data sets, excluding the �rst bins where thresh-
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Figure 3: Measured momentum of punchthrough muons from �� beams with four di�erent

energies, at a depth of 10�. Data with the M1 magnet o� (solid triangle) and at full �eld

(open triangle) are shown. The negative muons are plotted with negative momentum.
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Figure 4: Measured momentum of punchthrough muons from �+ beams with three di�erent

energies, at a depth of 10�. Data with the M1 magnet o� (solid triangle) and at full �eld

(open triangle) are shown. The negative muons are plotted with negative momentum.
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�eld on were combined.
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old e�ects are visible. As can be seen in the �gure, both the data and the simulation are

well described by this function, except for the primary pion decay, as already mentionned

in the previous section.
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Figure 7: Secondary muon momentum at a depth of 0�, both charges combined, relative to

the incident beam momentum for four �� beam energies. The solid triangles are the data,

the solid lines respresent a �t of a double exponential to the data. The hollow triangles are

the simulation. The dash-dotted line is the overall parameterization including primary pion

decay (see text).

From these four �ts we derived an overall parameterization f , valid for all beammomenta

above 30GeV=c:

f = f1 + f2 + g; fi = ai exp(biz):

Where z is the relative momentum. The function g describes the primary pion decay and

was simply calculated from the decay probability in the �rst interaction length: �
c��

=
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2:3 � 10�2m�

E�
; the momenta of the decay muons are equally distributed in the range from

roughly two third of the beam momentum to the full beam momentum.

g =

(
0 z < 0:6

2:5� 2:3 � 10�2m�

E�
z � 0:6

The factor 2.5 is needed to normalize the integral of g over z to the correct decay probability.

The parameters a2 and b2 are the average values of the four �ts, the parameters a1 and

b1 are dependent on the beam momentum and can be parameterized as

a1(p) = exp
�

k1
1+log(p=30GeV)

�
;

b1(p) = k2(1 + log(p=30GeV)):

The values are
k1 = �3:57� 0:67;

k2 = �11:3� 1:14;

a2 = exp(�7:27� 1:39);

b2 = �3:07� 1:90:

The resulting function f is also plotted in Fig. 7. It reproduces the pion data quite well.

We also see a good agreement between our parameterization and the kaon data, if the

kaon decay is handeled properly by replacing the function g with gK = 4:9 � 10�2mK=EK.

The muon spectra from proton beams are also well described for the low muon momenta

(z < 0:3), for higher momenta the parametrization is above the measured spectra.

The parameterization can be used instead of a full simulation by simply replacing in-

coming hadrons with muons using this function. The gain in simulation speed is a factor

of 360 when compared with the fast Monte Carlo, which was already tuned for speed. We

expect the parameterization to be about 7000 times as fast as a full shower simulation.

However, it should be noted, that this parameterization was derived from data taken at an

absorber depth of 20�. At a depth of 10�, for example, we observe a discrepancy between

a full simulation and the parameterization for muons below the 3GeV=c threshold. The pa-

rameterization returns correct distributions at shallower depths only if a proper momentum

cut is used.

In Fig. 8 we present the 30 and 100GeV=c �� beam data for negative muons (a and b)

and positive muons (c and d) separately. The parameterization plotted here is

f
�

= 0:5f1 + f2 + g;

f+ = 0:5f1:

For positive beams the charge index has to be reversed. It can be seen, that the data is

well described by the parameterization.

5 Angular Distribution of Punchthrough Muons

The projected angle of the tracks in the bending plane (i.e. the x � y-plane of the RD5

coordinate system) is shown in Figs. 9 and 10 for three di�erent beam momenta. The �rst

�gure shows the data taken with the magnet M1 o� and the second with the M1 �eld at

3T. The angle and momentum is given for a depth of 10�. The angle in the transverse
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Figure 8: Secondary muon momentum relative to the incident beam momentum for two ��

beam energies at a depth of 0�, both muon charges separated.
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plane was also measured (not shown). It is independent of the �eld, as expected. The

data has been corrected as described above. The errors shown include the systematic errors

from these corrections, except for the geometrical acceptance correction, which a�ects only

angles larger than 250mrad.
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Figure 9: Angular distribution of secondary muons at a depth of 10� for three di�erent

beam momenta with the M1 �eld at 0T. The angle shown here is the projected angle in

the bending plane. The distributions are shown for three intervals of the muon momentum.

In Fig. 9 the width of the distributions is determined by the hadronic processes in the

calorimeter. It is narrower for higher momenta, as expected, however all distributions are

slightly wider than they would be if multiple scattering would be the only process a�ecting

the angular distribution. For comparison, the width of the angular distribution for multiple

scattering is about 30(40)mrad for 10GeV=c muons and about 15(20)mrad for 20GeV=c

muons. The numbers in brackets are the widths of the corresponding distributions in Fig. 9.

In Fig. 10 the e�ect of the magnetic �eld is clearly seen. The asymmetry between nega-

tive and positive secondaries (negative particles have negative bending angles) is also visible.
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Figure 10: Angular distribution of secondary muons at a depth of 10� for three di�erent

beam momenta with the M1 �eld at 3T. The angle shown here is the projected angle in the

bending plane. Positive muons have positive bending angles. The distributions are shown

for three intervals of the muon momentum.
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The distribution for higher secondary momenta (10� 20GeV=c and 20� 50GeV=c) is more

asymmetric and also depends strongly on the incident beam momentum; this suggests that

the high momentum secondaries stem from �rst generation decays, while the low momentum

particles stem from second and third generation decays. For a beammomentumof 300GeV=c

the muons below 50GeV=c stem from second and higher generation decays; therefore the

angular distribution is almost symmetric for a 300GeV=c beam. This was already seen in

Fig. 8, where the asymmetry between the muon charges is only visible in the distribution

of the high momentum muons, and their relative amount becomes less with higher beam

momenta.

The distribution of 0� 10GeV=c muons is a�ected by the geometrical acceptance, which

gives a cuto� at �250mrad. The outer boundaries of the other two distributions for each

beam energy are given by the lower momentum threshold of their momentum intervals. The

bending angles for 10GeV=c and 20GeV=c muons are 170mrad and 75mrad, respectively.

6 Conclusion

We studied the momentum and angular spectra of punchthrough muons for di�erent in-

cident beam momenta and particles. The distributions for pion, kaon and proton beams

with momenta of 20GeV=c to 300GeV=c agree with the Monte Carlo predictions of the

GEANT/GHEISHA simulation program. Even when neglecting most of the electromag-

netic processes in the simulation the generated muon spectrum is compatible with the

experimental data.

If we correct for the geometrical acceptance, we see no e�ect of the magnetic �eld on the

momentum distribution, due to the high momentum threshold of the muon spectrometer.

However, the spatial and angular distribution of punchthrough muons is inuenced by the

�eld, as expected.

The relative momentum spectra of the secondary muons can be described by the sum of

two exponential functions. One of these functions is logarithmically dependent on the beam

momentum, the other is independent of it. This parameterization can be used in simulation

studies to generate punchthrough muons behind thick absorbers.
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